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Kuroko no basket akashi quotes

Kuroko No Basket quotes the following characters: Tetsuya Kuroko. Taiga Kagami. Junpei hyuuga. Reo Mibuchi. Himuro Tatsuya. Teppei Kiyoshi. Midorima Shintarou. Akashi Seijurou. Murasakibara Atsushi. Riko Aida. Shun Izuki. Kise Ryouta. Aomine Daiki. Makoto Hanamiya. Kuroko No Basket is one
of the most popular and successful sports animes of all time. With a dedicated fan base. Like similar shows of your kind, the quotes hit you on feeling, and give you the inspiration and drive to push your limits. And succeed in your own life. Whatever you're doing or aiming at. I hope this post does just that
for you. Let's get in the naspas. The best list of Quotes from Kuroko No Basket: 1. Tetsuya Kuroko Quotes When you come to hate something you liked is incredibly painful. – Tetsuya Kuroko No matter how many more points you have at the end of the game, if you are not happy, this is not a win. –
Tetsuya Kuroko Even if other people think it makes no sense, it is disgusting for me to give up, even when the possibility is 0. So I never... ! – Tetsuya Kuroko As long as I don't give up, the chance of winning will never drop to zero. Tetsuya Kuroko I am the shadow that has overcome light. – Tetsuya
Kuroko There's no sense if you win alone! – Tetsuya Kuroko If you haven't changed, it means you haven't improved. , we will enjoy the victories of the bottom of our hearts. Tetsuya Kuroko We'll worry about the future when we get there. Tetsuya Kuroko 2. Atsushi Murasakibara Cites All these things you
seek.... hard work, courage, faith.... I'm going to crush them all. – Atsushi Murasakibara Do you think everyone can fulfill their dreams through hard work? Hard work is not always rewarded. – Atsushi Murasakibara I do not like to practice. I hate losing even more. – Atsushi Murasakibara 3. Taiga Kagami
Quotes This is our show. We're the only ones writing the script. Taiga Kagami You will always stay close to the light. That's your basketball. – Taiga Kagami Life is all about challenges, no use living if there is no strong one to play, it is better if I can not win. – Taiga Kagami The only times we are one-time
to lose are in fictional stories. That's our drama! We've decided what the plot will be! – Taiga Kagami Without strong opponents, living is not fun. It's perfect if I can't win. – Taiga Kagami If we understood how other people felt, then no one would start wars! Taiga Kagami There is no useless effort. Taiga
Kagami Is not the time to be afraid. Of course it's better if the opponent is strong rather than weak, right! Taiga Kagami Be yourself because an original is worth more than a copy. Taiga Kagami 4. Hyuuga Junpei Quotes I'll teach you how to talk to your elderly, bald. Hyuuga Junpei Do not believe that
everyone with glasses is smart! Hyuuga Junpei Your hard work will be rewarded. What kind of invented this nonsense? Hyuuga Junpei 5. Shun Izuki Cites Fear is not a bad thing. There are some things that can only be done by cowards. - Shun Izuki Does mathematics bring out your anger? Shun Izuki 6.
Midorima Shintarou Cites In the world of sports, speed does not necessarily mean having the fastest time. It can also mean accelerating from zero to maximum speed or deceleration of the maximum speed to zero. This is known as agility. – Midorima Shintarou How you change depends on you. Midorima
Shintarou You do not know the saying 'Man proposes; God delivers himself? First, you do your best and then fate will decide how it will end. Midorima Shintarou Don't give up! There's no shame in falling! The real shame is not to get up again! – Midorima Shintarou The only lucky item you'll need is already
inside – TRUST. Midorima Shintarou A man who can't play alone, can't improve on his own. Midorima Shintarou 7. Akashi Seijurou Cita We can't be satisfied until we eliminate all the others. It has nothing to do with reason. It's instinct. Akashi Seijurou Winning is everything in this world. Winners write
history. The losers are erased from him. Akashi Seijurou What a bid. You must stay where you are, crawling at my feet. Akashi Seijurou When I tell you to leave, go away. In this world, winning is everything. The winners are fully affirmed, and losers are completely denied. I've never lost anything before,
and I never will. Because I always win, and I'm always right. I feel no mercy for those who oppose me, not even my own parents. Akashi Seijurou I have not changed anything. There were two of me to start with. It was just an exchange between us. I have no intention of hiding it. Whether you believe it or
not is up to you, Tetsuya. However, if you want to call it change, then that was because it was necessary. The staff didn't change because I had changed. I changed because the team had changed. Akashi Seijurou, I won't let anyone who will act against me to look at me. Akashi Seijurou Victory is
everything in this world. Victory is recognized, and the loser is repudiated. Because I am victorious in general, I am always the righteous. Akashi Seijurou 8. Daiki Aomine Quotes I won't say you'll definitely be able to do it if you don't give up. But if you give up, then there will definitely be - Daiki Aomine
There is no useless player. – Daiki Aomine For a winner, there is nothing to say to a loser. Daiki Aomine The only one who can beat me is me! Daiki Aomine 9. Tatsuya Himuro Cites What you are good at, what do you like... You need to show something that makes people understand who you are. -
Tatsuya Himuro 10. Makoto Hanamiya Cites Break them and they are all just garbage. Makoto Hanamiya 11. Reo Mibuchi Cites It's not about doing what it takes to win. Sei-chan told me before Winning is like breathing. Victory is not something Sei-chan is looking for. It's a natural part of his life. It's a



basic body function. Reo Mibuchi 12. Kise Ryouta Quotes Once you look at someone, you can't overtake them. Kise Ryouta If we have time to be upset, we should have used that time to move on... Even if only one step ahead! Kise Ryouta 13. Riko Aida Cites When one thing ends, another begins. Riko
Aida 14. Teppei Kiyoshi Cites You keep working HARD to win and you improve little by little. Diving into something you like, that's what it means to enjoy something fully. – Teppei Kiyoshi Team is not just something to be protected. A team protects you, too. We don't support each one because we're a
team. We're a team because we support each other. – Teppei Kiyoshi If you want to climb a mountain, you obviously aim at the top, but you have to enjoy the scenery as well. – Teppei Kiyoshi They say that some defeats are significant and losing makes you stronger. Do you understand what that
means? For living creatures victory is life, and defeat means death. It's an extreme example, but humans maintain that instinct. Who knows the terror of defeat, the hunger for victory. – Teppei Kiyoshi – Recommended Next: 17 Inspiring Quotes from Haikyuu about teamwork and pushing up 38 of Gurren
Lagann Score's most inspiring quotes! This one is a featured article. Seijūrō Akashi was presented, meaning it was chosen as an article of interest. My orders are absolute. — Seijūrō Akashi Seijūrō Akashi (のい 征Akashi Seijūrō) was the captain of the Miracle Generation. He is the only person under
whom the Miracle Generation has come loose. He is the point guard and captain of Rakuzan High and later for Team Vorpal Swords as well. Appearance The full appearance of Akashi Seijuro has a rather small stature for someone who captained the Miracle Generation, as observed by Furihata, only
173 cm tall, making it the shortest of the Miracle Generation. He has spiky red hair and large eyes with vertical pupils. Her hair had longer bangs in high school and during the pre-Winter Cup events. However, at the beginning of the Cup, he cuts his shorter bangs with the scissors he borrowed from
Shintarō Midorima. Akashi's eyes change based on his personality: in his normal ethum, both eyes are red-brown, while the other Akashi has heterochromatic eyes, with the right eye red and the left being yellow/orange. He wears the white and light blue rakuzan shirt with the number 4. He usually wears
the jacket over his shoulders. Akashi's participation, as seen in episode 25 in EXTRA GAME, Akashi's appearance remained the same except for an increase in muscle and his hair growing longer. He wears team Vorpal Swords' white shirt and cardinal with number 4, which means his position as captain.
Akashi's appearance has not been revealed for a long time. The times he appeared or was mentioned, only the lower part of the face or the back of the head was shown. It was only in the Winter Cup that his full appearance was revealed. Personality Akashi Akashi when he first appears in the series is
shown with an extremely intimidating and condescending personality. He is able to control the Miracle Generation as its leader while everyone submits to his requests. Akashi has a certain level of respect for all his teammates, old and present, and has total faith in his abilities. Because of the way Akashi
grew up during childhood, he developed a strong winner mentality, believing that winners get everything in life while losers are denied to everyone. Due to the fact that he has never faced defeat before, victory itself is something he is granted. Akashi sees himself as absolute in power and skill and
becomes extremely violent when someone disobeys his orders as shown when he tried to stab Kagami with the scissors he borrowed from Midorima when Kagami disobeyed him. However, Kagami revealed that he could feel Akashi already knew he could avoid it. [1] Initially, Akashi's personality was that
of a person who respected his teammates, while still maintaining this winning mentality. Akashi also cared and thanked his fans who gave him daily support and focused only on team play with his team. He also referred to people by last name as a sign of respect and was generally less threatening.
Akashi's original personality has red eyes. I'm going to rip my eyes out, and give them to you. In his high school years, Akashi developed a second personality that twists the original personality. This personality showed extreme arrogance and does not tolerate those who despise or challenge him, stating
that those who serve him or earn his respect can look into his eyes. He also stated that if Rakuzan lost to Shutoku during the Winter Cup, he would pluck eyes and would give them to his teammates. [2] The reactions of all his teammates and Midorima implied that they knew that Akashi would actually do
this, something Takao noticed. This personality manifested itself for the first time Teikō Middle School, where Akashi wished to expel Haizaki from the club. [3] When Akashi's original personality is confronted with the possibility of defeat against teammate Atsushi Murasakibara, the second personality
becomes the dominant personality and also activates the emperor's eye ability for the first time, allowing him to seize victory. This second personality would later cut off key aspects of teamwork and saw that coordinated team plays were not the way to victory, which eventually led kuroko to leave the
team, and be deeply dominated by Seirin in his last moments of dominance over the original Akashi. He also referred to his teammates by first name instead of his last name. [4] This Akashi personality has his right eye - red and his left eye - orange. The real reason the second personality manifested
itself was due to the fear of the original Akashi fearing that he would be left behind by his teammates Teikō, who were then acquiring his new talents, and due to the amount of pressure his life had put him to fight for absolute excellence. [5] Akashi finds his true self within his consciousness Akashi's
original personality manifests itself and returns once the second Akashi cracks and collapses when his Emperor Eye has been defeated by the coordination and teamwork of Kuroko and Kagami. Although the original Akashi wanted the second Akashi to fail and lose the match, he decides to take his right-
hand place. Once arousing, Akashi refers to his teammates by their last names once again, giving support (which shocked them) and compliments to their moves, and increasing their morale to the point that the rakuzan basketball team is able to enter the Zone alongside them. Alongside this, Kuroko
notes that because it is the original Akashi, it has also become much more dangerous and stronger. Once defeated in the Winter Cup, Akashi is hurt by his first defeat, but thinks of it as a start to something much bigger and swears that he and his team will emerge victorious in their next encounter.
Although his figure is somewhat related to the manga's greatest villain, Akashi was shown in Kuroko in Basket: Kiseki no Game to be extremely affectionate and considerate of his former teammates. He constantly reminds them to do things the right way, even in the way they eat and care for the digestive
system. It was very close to the point of pestering that Aomine even called him his mother. Akashi's story with his mother Akashi was born to a wealthy family that owns its own business. Being the sole heir to his family, he was forced to succeed in all areas by his strict father. His only support at the time
was his kind mother with whom he spends his free time he plays basketball. However, during his 5th year in elementary school, his mother died of an illness and his father became even more to the point that the more skills he mastered, the more he will be given to the master. It made him unhappy. After
graduating from elementary school, he went to Teikō Junior College. Akashi and Kuroko meet Akashi in the qualifiers for the Teikō basketball club. His name was named as one of four freshmen who entered the club's first rope, a feat never seen before. Akashi was participating in the first string matches
until he found Kuroko in the third string gym and saw his potential. He then pushed Kuroko forward to develop his Disorientation and later, after three months of waiting, Akashi gave Kuroko a litmus test for him to enter the first rope. Kuroko passed and he was accepted on the first rope where Akashi
along with the others greeted him and introduced him to the school motto Always victorious. In Kuroko's debut match, the coach put Kuroko in the game only to be withdrawn a second later due to a nosebleed. This surprised Akashi, who then wondered if the coach would give Kuroko a second chance.
During the second half, Kuroko was sent back into the game and Akashi gave him one last piece of advice, allowing Kuroko to finally use misdirection correctly during the match. Later, when Kuroko became a regular on the team, Akashi congratulated him. Nijimura gave the position of captain to Akashi
When Kise joined the basketball club, Akashi appointed Kuroko as his supervisor. Meanwhile, Nijimura went to the coach to ask him to make Akashi the captain instead of him. With the coach's agreement, Nijimura gave Akashi the position of captain. This was later announced by the head coach for the
team, shocking everyone. While Midorima and Akashi walk together, Akashi tells Midorima that Haizaki should be removed from the team, something that surprised Midorima. On the same day, the other team members received the news that Haizaki had left the basketball club. Teikō beat the Nationals
Teikō to win all of his national matches and advance to the finals where he will face Kamata West Junior High, with the Genius Twins on the team. During the final match, Teikō struggled due to the dirty play displayed by the twins. During the break, Akashi told Midorima to catch Kuroko, as they will need
his strength to win this match. Later, Teikō wins his first Nationals. The next day, after the Nationals, Akashi was summoned by the coach, so he came to school early. When he enters the gym he sees Kuroko practicing. Kuroko takes this chance to thank Akashi for everything he did, if it wasn't for him
Kuroko wouldn't be where he is now. Akashi then told him that it is because of him that they won and that he will rely on him in the future, telling him to focus on winning in the year as well. Suddenly, Momoi runs up to the two telling them that the coach has collapsed. With the head coach at no assistant
coach Sanada had taken his position. During this time, the talent of the Miracle Generation became flourishing causing concern for the coach. Back at his home, Akashi was having dinner with his father, who told him that education was needed, but that club activities are also important. He told Akashi that,
however, he should focus on his studies as they have the highest priority for his future. Akashi awakened his emperor's eye the next day when Aomine missed training, Akashi told Kuroko to go talk to him. Meanwhile, Murasakibara questioned why he couldn't skip the practice as well as Aomine is. Akashi
and Murasakibara argued and made a 1-1. The one who scored five baskets wins. When the match begins, Akashi was pushed back by Murasakibara. Realizing he was going to lose, Akashi awakened his Emperor's Eye and won the 1-1 match against Murasakibara. He told him that even if he won,
Murasakibara was allowed to miss practice as long as he made the team. The other Akashi made his debut Later, Kuroko returned unable to convince Aomine to return. Akashi told Kuroko to forget Aomine, shocking Kuroko. Kuroko asked Akashi who he was, as he was not acting like himself, with Akashi
replying that he is Seijūrō Akashi. Akashi saw Kuroko practicing shooting in the gym and told him that he should not be practicing shooting. Kuroko then asked if he likes basketball to which Akashi replies that his question is ridiculous. Kuroko then mentioned Akashi that he changed a lot, to which Akashi
replied that there were two personalities in him and that they had just switched places. He told Kuroko that if he had changed, it is not because of him, but due to changes in the team. In its third year, Akashi and the rest of the Miracle Generation again participated in the Nationals for their third consecutive
victory. They won all their matches once again and proceeded to the finals where they faced Meikō Junior High. Shortly before the final match, Kuroko was injured by the Genius Twins and had to be taken to the infirmary. Akashi meets Ogiwara Akashi went to visit him, but finds Ogiwara in front of the
infirmary. Akashi then questioned him about his business with Kuroko and realized that Ogiwara is kuroko's friend. Ogiwara left Akashi with a message to Kuroko. When Akashi entered the infirmary, he was invited by Kuroko to participate in the finals. Akashi denied having seen Kuroko's condition, but
told him not to worry, as his victory is certain. Akashi then gave Kuroko Ogiwara's message that it was We should definitely play again. Akashi then left the infirmary promising kuroko not to hold back during the match. The Miracle Generation met after the graduation Teikō had won Nationals three years in
a row. After the departure Kuroko questioned Akashi and the about why they did what they did during the match. They simply responded by saying that the opposing team was too weak and that otherwise they would not have fun. Kuroko then began to question what victory really is. After that Kuroko left
and did not attend school for a while. At graduation, Akashi approached Kuroko and asked if he found an answer to his question that is What is victory?, Kuroko not having found his answer, but simply replied that he will no longer run away. Later, Akashi and the rest of the Miracle Generation gathered in
the gym and took an oath to fight each other in order to find out who is the strongest of them. As Murasakibara mentioned that Kuroko will not be able to participate, Akashi corrected him saying that although his ideals may be different, Kuroko will definitely participate in his oath. [8] Interhigh Akashi story
interview The team of Akashi Rakuzan won against Tōō in the Interhigh finals, but neither Akashi nor Aomine competed. After Rakuzan's victory, Akashi had an interview where he said it would not have been fun if he played, because the victory would have been more certain than before. [9] Winter Cup
preliminaries Before Seirin's match against Josei High, Akashi was seen at his school, Rakuzan High. He mysteriously throws up some pieces of shogi and picks them up, smiling. His team did not have to participate in the preliminaries, as he won the Interhigh and is automatically positioned. After the
preliminaries and before the tournament, Akashi was seen practicing diligently in rakuzan's gym. He is thrown a towel for his perspiration by a teammate, and the player begins a conversation with another player about Akashi. Akashi's way of thinking about pre-ordained victory is explained. [11] Winter
Cup Akashi reunites with his former teammates Akashi makes his first full appearance shortly after the opening ceremony of the Winter Cup. He contacts the other Generation of Miracles and asks them to meet. While the Generation (including Kuroko and Furihata) is already gathered on the front stairs,
Akashi arrives late. [12] He apologizes for being late and greets the other members of the Miracle Generation, calling each of them by his first name. He says he likes to see everyone together and notes that there is someone here who should not be present, referring to Furihata and asks him to leave so
he can talk to his companions, but he is interrupted by Kagami, who tells him that he should not act rudely with Furihata and allow him to stay. Akashi attacks Kagami with Midorima's scissors. Kagami greets Akashi and Akashi walks calmly toward Midorima, borrowing his scissors. Midorima asks why and
Akashi replies that he was thinking of cutting his hair. instead, he walks towards Kagami and tries to stab him with scissors. [13] Kagami Kagami but Akashi is able to graze it through the cheek. Akashi decides to let him off the hook by moving like that, but threatens him that he won't forgive him if he ever
challenges him again. Akashi also states that by always winning, therefore, he is always right, and some strands of hair fall to the ground, finally revealing his full appearance. Akashi spectates Seirin vs. Tōō Akashi then announces that he has finished his business here, much to Aomine's surprise. Akashi
explains that he has come to check if everyone remembers the oath that the Generation has taken, but tells him that it seems that no one has forgotten yet and then says goodbye after telling them that the next time they meet, they will be in battle. [14] He is later seen watching the match between Seirin
and Tōō. When Kuroko shows off his new Ignite Pass Kai, Akashi is surprised and impressed by his new skill. Akashi also watches the last few games, he is seen during Yōsen vs. Seirin and Kaijō vs. Fukuda Sōgō. Akashi semifinals before the match The day of the semifinals has arrived and Akashi is
seen in his uniform alongside his team, with three Kings Not Crowned. [16] Playing time and Akashi takes his team to the court. When his teammates play, Akashi warns them of Shūtoku's strength. He prepares the uniform and informs Mibuchi that he will start the game. He receives a towel and is treated
with respect by all, even the proud Uncrowned Kings. Akashi, though only a first-year student, had immediately become captain, an unprecedented event. When the match begins, Midorima reaches Akashi and even though Akashi keeps saying that he simply never loses, Midorima states that he will
teach him defeat. The tip goes to Takao, who quickly passes to Midorima and he pulls up to a three-point midfield. He enters and Midorima repeats that he will beat Akashi. Akashi sounds fun. [17] Akashi vs. Takao During the first quarter, Akashi does nothing remarkable. He is seen as being guarded by
Takao and tries to pass him using speed, but then passes inside instead. Takao expected overwhelming strength from the captain, but so far, that hasn't been the case. Shūtoku's trainer, Nakatani, speculates that Akashi is merely exploring the area and should be advancing any minute. Midorima
confronts him about it after the interval between the 1st and 2nd trimester and asks if he will use his eyes. Akashi says that he is not going easy, but that he should not just reveal his asset so casually. He adds that they will probably win without any effort from Akashi and this annoys Midorima. He remains
on the subject when Hayama starts playing for real, proving that his teammates may be enough to secure victory. draws the score at 39 – 39. 59h stops the double team on him and says he will face Midorima himself. During the break, Seirin has time to warm up and they pass Rakuzan. Akashi and
Kuroko greet each other, but Kagami walks away from Akashi and warns Akashi not to forget him. He tells Akashi that he will defeat him and Kise. Akashi states that while he recognizes Kagami's ability, he warns Kagami that the only ones who can look him in the eye and speak are those who serve him.
He pushes kagami lightly and Kagami falls to the ground. Kagami is confused by Akashi's action, knowing that it was not mere force that allowed him to push him so easily. Akashi tells Kuroko to be prepared if they want to fight him, as he was the one who first discovered Kuroko's talent, and adds that
Kuroko would come to understand what he means. [19] Akashi's ankle breaks Takao and marks The third quarter begins with a clash between the asses of the two teams. Midorima pulls up for a three-pointer, but Akashi is able to steal the ball before Midorima could bring it above his head. He pushes the
ball up the court, but finds Takao. In the stands, Murasakibara explains that Akashi's eyes can see everything from tiny muscle movements to heartbeats. Takao is glued to Akashi, but Akashi sees the movements of his feet and performs a crossover, causing takao to fall to the ground. Akashi then pulls
up for the mid-range shot and mark. [20] Akashi's ankle breaks Midorima with Akashi's apparent dominance, Rakuzan enters the fourth quarter with a 14-point lead. When Kimura tries to set a screen in Akashi, the latter easily avoids it, having seen it coming with his wide field of view. Midorima receives
the ball, but cannot get into the firing position because of Akashi's defense. When Midorima moves to a triple threat position to pass to Takao, Akashi intercepts the ball and makes a quick break to the other side of the field, but is awaited by Kimura and Miyaji. Akashi's ankle breaks both of them and heads
to the basket, where Ōtsubo prepares to block him, but then passes at the last second to a now-open nebuya that sinks him. Later, he passes Midorima with the words that not even the Miracle Generation can stop him. It makes the stop and widens the gap to 20 points. [21] Akashi faces Midorima's new
ability All hope for Shūtoku High seems lost, but Midorima and Takao regain their fighting spirit. Midorima faces Akashi and suddenly moves to a shooting position - without the ball in his hands. He jumps into the air and the ball flies in his hands, a point pass sent by Takao. Akashi is perplexed to see all
this and can't stop the shot, which comes in. Midorima and Takao then repeat the process successfully in the next attack. When Midorima Akashi, telling him that the match has just begun, Akashi smiles and agrees. [22] Rakuzan is in offense and Akashi faces Midorima. Midorima is stocked and
determined not to let him through, but Akashi makes an ankle break and causes Midorima to fall to the ground. Akashi is quick to reach the basket and goes to the stop, but a still determined Midorima manages to return to Akashi to block his throwing attempt. Akashi reacts by shifting his shot to an away
pass to Nebuya, but he is blocked by Ōtsubo. Midorima makes another shot and Rakuzan is pressed in the inning. Akashi receives double double double from Takao and Midorima, but suddenly he retreats and scores in his own basket. Ignoring the shocked reactions of everyone in the arena, Akashi
turns to his team and scolds them for loosening up just because of the temporary points difference now. Akashi tells them to calm down and states that they would not have demonstrated such ugly moves if the points difference was smaller. He then explains that if they lost by a small margin, the shot he
had taken in his own basket now would be the reason, and they could blame him as much as they wanted. He adds that he would take full responsibility and leave the club immediately. As a symbol of atonement, he would tear out his eyes and give them, to which his team members rebuke him for taking
things to an extreme. But Akashi tells them that he was not worried because he had complete confidence and faith that they would not miss the match. Rakuzan members calm down and come back with another basket. Akashi mysteriously tells Midorima that he will no longer be able to touch the ball. [23]
Akashi interrupts Takao Midorima's pass telling Akashi that it is impossible to stop his shots, even with the Emperor's Eye, but Akashi tells him that he is absolute, as he can see the future, it was only a simple matter to change it. A double team is hired in Takao, but Takao easily passes the ball to the
already in Midorima position. However, Akashi stops the ball midway and tells Takao that he is absolute, surprising Midorima and Takao. With the ball in his possession, Akashi easily scores a goal and the points difference rises to 13. Akashi explains that the shot had its flaws, because Midorima was left-
handed, the ball should always come from the left. Also, even if the ball wasn't in his possession, Midorima's moves were still the same. In short, even without the Emperor Eye, Akashi can easily discover his passing course and time. The Emperor Eye was used for only a moment, to move one step faster
than Takao, so that once the time when he could not cancel his change arrives, Akashi could have already acted. The pair also let Takao pass on purpose in order to shorten the distance between him and Akashi. Sleep, Veteran King. Takao is shocked, having thought that he has already grabbed
Akashi's speed since the first half with his Hawk Eye, thus, Akashi Akashi moved a step faster, he would not have reached in time, until he slowly realizes that Akashi had deliberately slowed his speed slightly in the first half, to the point that even Midorima would not have noticed. Akashi tells Midorima
that shogi and basketball are all the same, a strategic move will only work if you plan ahead without the opponent becoming aware of it. The game continues and Mibuchi scores a goal when he was fouled, despite Takao's attempt to stop him. The match is coming to an end, as rakuzan players score a
few more goals. Akashi comes into possession of the ball and Midorima tries to stop it. Akashi tells him that he is finished and performs a break in his ankle, causing Midorima to fall. However, Midorima resolutely refuses to give up and jumps to stop him. Akashi repeats his respect for Midorima and
Shūtoku High School, but warns Midorima that he will not reach. As for his word, Midorima is unable to stop the shot and the match ends, with Rakuzan winning by 16 points. Akashi whispers Sleep, Veteran King. Akashi meets Midorima after his victory Both teams line up to thank each other for the
match. Akashi, like his Rakuzan teammates, are not cheering, but it seems they have overcome an ordeal, as commented by the Kaijō team. Midorima offers a handshake to Akashi and admits his loss, but tells him that Shūtoku would win next time. Akashi expresses his gratitude to Midorima for such an
exciting game and apologizes, stating that he was unable to accept his handshake. He warns Midorima to become less compassionate if he wished for victory. Akashi claims that victory is everything and he wanted to be Midorima's enemy. Midorima regrets that Akashi has not yet changed last time, but
insists that they would win next time. Both teams leave the court while elsewhere, a watching Himuro with Murasakibara reflects on this match and how much greater the emperor's strength is. However, he notes that while it did not seem that Rakuzan was going easy for Shūtoku, he unsettles whether this
was Rakuzan's true strength, or more importantly, the true strength of Akashi Seijūrō. Anyway, Himuro comments that there was no end to the potential strength of rakuzan school. Akashi watches the match After a post-match meeting with his team, Akashi sits in the audience to watch the last quarter of
Kaijō vs. Seirin. Seeing how strong Seirin really is and after positive comments from his teammates, Akashi recognizes Seirin's strength. He says kaijō has a very capable team, but that without Kise, they have little or no chance against the current Seirin. He also deduces that, with the current state of
play, that the match will be decided in Seirin's favor if they get a 15-point lead. Much more he explains how vital it is for Kuroko to predict Kise's copies to win the match. He says he's the only one to stop Kise in his Perfect Copy, but that only 2 minutes remain... [28] When the clock reaches 40 seconds,
he tells Mibuchi that the next attack will be Seirin's last chance. He's anxious to see what Kuroko has kept. Later, when Kasamatsu takes the lead in the final 4 seconds, Nebuya assumes that Kaijō is the winner. Akashi, however, awaits the result a little longer. When Seirin's plan becomes clear, he
elaborates on him, saying that they had to give Kaijō a point to give Kagami an advantage to take him back instantly. After the match ends in Seirin's favour, Akashi seems satisfied with the result. Finals Kuroko and Akashi during warm-up during warm-up, Rakuzan's Akashi's teammates ask if he will start
for today's match, with Akashi confirming that his opponents are strong. However, Akashi sees victory as already guaranteed. Suddenly, a ball rolls to Akashi, who then throws it back to Kuroko, who was warming up on the other side of the court. Akashi then asks if he found the answer to his question,
which is What is victory?. Kuroko tells him that he has and Akashi tells him to show him his basketball; however, Kuroko tells him that it will not be his basketball that he will show, but Seirin's basketball. Akashi accepts Kuroko's challenge, as both teams are ready for the match. Kagami uses Meteor Jam
over Akashi after all the initial members of both teams are announced on the court, the complaint begins. Seirin gets the ball and tries to score the first basket, but just when Hyūga was about to score, he is put by Mibuchi who gets the ball to Rakuzan. Akashi takes the ball and passes to Nebuya, who tries
to score but is stopby Kagami. Seirin takes the ball again and strikes back. Kagami dribbles the ball into Rakuzan's basket when suddenly Akashi appears marking it. Kagami finds his determination to win the match and suddenly jumps to bury the Meteor Jam over Akashi, scoring the first basket of the
match. Akashi realizes that Kagami has entered the Zone. Kagami passes Akashi Kagami entered the Zone, resulting in Seirin leading the match. With the score of 11 – 2 for Seirin, although Seirin is leading Shirogane is confident knowing that this is not enough to shake Akashi. On the court, Akashi
decides to switch markings with Hayama to score Kagami. [34] As the match continues, attention is on Kagami and Akashi. Izuki who has the ball, passes the ball to Kagami. Kagami tries to pass Akashi, but Akashi uses his Emperor Eye to try to stop him. Shocking everyone, Kagami flees from the
Emperor Eye and advances further into the basket. Kagami uses his Meteor Jam to score, but the shot does not enter. Akashi then tells him that it is foolish to think that he can overcome the Emperor Eye and that he should not underestimate him so much Akashi then continues to explain how the Meteor
Jam Jam and tells Kagami that all he needed to do was change the angle at which he shot. [35] The audience then comments that Akashi is not invincible because he has the Emperor's Eye, but because he knows how to use it. Ankle break in Kagami It is rakuzan's counterattack and Akashi has the ball.
Kagami continues to mark him, but Akashi uses his Ankle Break to make Kagami fall and pass him. He tells Kagami not to underestimate again, since the Ankle Breaker Kise used against him was just a scam and that he should not compare the two. Passing Kagami, Akashi advances further into the
basket as Izuki tries to use his Eagle Spear to steal Akashi's ball. Akashi escapes and passes the ball to Mibuchi, who is prevented from making mitobe's throw. Akashi admits that he underestimated Mitobe and tells himself that he will no longer ignore the fact that he has no brand. When Kagami left the
Zone and is now in a neutral state, he takes the ball and passes over Akashi to Mitobe who scores the basket. Akashi has the ball and passes to Mayuzumi, who then makes a basket for Rakuzan. [38] When the ball goes out of bounds, Kuroko is subdued back into the game. Hayama approaches Akashi
and asks him for a second chance to score Kagami, saying he wants to return the favor. Akashi allows this, and the match continues with Hayama protecting Kagami. The match progresses until Kuroko's pass is intercepted, where Akashi reveals that Kuroko's development of new techniques caused his
lack of presence to disappear, and he proceeds to scold Kuroko for not noticing this flaw. [39] When the first quarter ends, Akashi notes that he understands the extent of Seirin's abilities, and he plans to let the three uncrowned generals take care of the attack, and let Mayuzumi take care of the passes.
[40] Akashi passes Furihata The second quarter begins. When Mayuzumi reveals his disorientation, Seirin is surprised and Akashi states that he is the new model of the Sixth Phantom Man. [41] Rakuzan continues his play by passing the ball to Mayuzumi who passes the ball using his disorienting. Seirin
asks for a time when they decide that Izuki will be scoring Mayuzumi and Furihata will score Akashi. The match continues and Akashi is in possession of the ball. Furihata is scoring Akashi passing Furihata easily, but is then confronted by Kagami. Furihata and Kagami change the marking, but Akashi
manages to escape Kagami and try a basket when Kagami stophim. [43] The ball bounces off the end of the end where Nebuya manages to catch it and score the basket. Akashi sinks Akashi is in possession of the ball during Rakuzan's counterattack, but without a free-kick, Akashi decides to shoot a
three-pointer. He wears the Ankle Break against Furihata and scores the basket. [44] Rakuzan asks for a time when Shirogane asks Akashi if the exit time was necessary for which he agrees. They decide Your game in Mibuchi that will score three points. During the break, Furihata realizes the immense
pressure that Akashi is emitting. After the break, Seirin's first year is marking Akashi, much to Rakuzan's surprise. Akashi escapes his mark and passes the ball to Mibuchi, who faces Hyūga in a one-on-one battle. Rakuzan continues to score constructive points due to the three Uncrowned Kings. There is
now a 17-point difference between the two teams with a score of 35 - 52 for Rakuzan. Rakuzan continues to dominate Seirin as Mayuzumi passes the ball to Akashi, who then sinks, completely destroying Seirin's hope. [46] The first half of the game ends. Akashi uses his Emperor Eye on Kagami During
the break, Rakuzan decides on his marks. Akashi will score Kagami, while the rest will mark the other seirin players. Akashi confronts Kagami, who has the ball and steals it with his Emperor Eye, scoring the basket. Seirin asks for a break and Akashi along with the rest of the Miracle Generation were
surprised when they saw Kuroko returning to the game. Akashi approaches Kuroko and asks him about his plans. Akashi tells him that he cannot believe kuroko still has hope of winning, but Kuroko tells him that he is fighting because he wants to win. He tells Akashi that until the end, he won't run away.
Kuroko faces Mayuzumi in a one-on-one battle and replaces him, surprising both Akashi and the rest of the Rakuzan players. Kuroko slowly gains his disorientation back. Kagami marks Akashi again Akashi intercepts a pass between Izuki and Koganei stealing the ball, but soon faces Kagami who entered
the Zone once again. Kagami marks Akashi, but with a great distance. Akashi is affected by Kagami's pressure, but passes the ball to Mayuzumi, who uses his disorientation to pass the ball to Nebuya who scores the basket. The current score is 48 - 71, with Rakuzan still in the lead. When Kuroko wins his
disorientation back entirely, Rakuzan asks for a break. The three Uncrowned Kings want to replace Mayuzumi, but Akashi disagrees and tells Mayuzumi that he still has a use for him. As soon as the match resumes, Akashi faces Kagami and passes the ball. The ball, however, disappears as the effects of
Misdirection. Akashi is using Mayuzumi to get the passes ticking. Akashi enters the Akashi zone and is pressured by Kagami and relies on the three Uncrowned Kings for the attack. Once all three have lost their one-on-one battles, Akashi decides to discard his confidence in them and start playing alone.
Akashi enters the Zone as soon as his trigger to enter the Zone is fulfilled and that is to lose all faith in his teammates and consider them useless. [52] Once in the Zone, Akashi's speed and reaction time increased. Akashi passes Kagami easily with the latter unable to keep up with Akashi. Akashi uses
ankle ankle in Izuki and Hyūga who went to mark it and marks the basket. Seirin asks for a time where they entrust all their hopes to Kagami. The ball goes out of bounds The game resumes and Kagami goes to score Akashi, but notices Akashi's wide defensive sphere. Akashi manages to pass izuki and
Hyūga, but is then confronted by Kagami. Akashi uses his Ankle Break to make Kagami fall twice and makes the basket. [53] On the sidelines, the familiar faces in the crowd note that a big difference between Kagami and Akashi is the Emperor Eye and that the only way for Kagami to defeat Akashi is if he
opens the second door to the Zone. On the court, Akashi steals Kagami's ball, but the ball goes out of bounds. Kuroko approaches Kagami and offers to help him due to the burden being too great for himself. Kagami agrees as the two prepare to face Akashi, with Kuroko's intention to make up for the
emperor's lack of eye. Kuroko steals akashi's ball The match resumes and Akashi intercepts Kiyoshi's attempt to score a basket. Akashi dribbles the ball into Seirin's beir, but is confronted by Kagami and Kuroko, who double his team. Akashi notes that he will escape Kagami easily and that Kuroko could
not keep up with the speed of the two. Akashi uses his Emperor Eye to escape Kagami, but realizes that Kuroko has managed to accompany him. Akashi is surprised when Kuroko managed to steal the ball for Seirin. Kagami dives into Akashi Akashi is frustrated, but also furious as a turnover happened
to him. He turns running to block Kagami and catches up when Kagami escapes Hayama. Akashi is blocking Kagami and decides to use his Emperor Eye to steal the ball. However, before he could, Kuroko snatches kagami's ball using his Almost Emperor Eye. Kuroko and Kagami make an alley-oop, but
Akashi will block Kagami once again. Kagami sinks and dominates Akashi due to his determination to win for his team. Akashi is shocked when he faces loss for the first time in his life, something both Murasakibara and Aomine notice when Akashi misses his three-pointer. Kise also notes that Akashi is
outside the Zone. Akashi's pass is intercepted by Hyuga The next moves eventually give Seirin the boost, as Akashi has worsened and continues to make mistakes. Despite this, Seirin asks for a break, losing only by 6 points. Akashi, still in shock, could not accept his defeat and is totally out of his mind.
On the next possession, Akashi gives a bad pass to Mibuchi, who lost his pattern and missed a three-pointer using the Celestial Shot. [56] Seirin strikes back and scores. Hayama calls him a snail for not returning to defense quickly. In his possession again, Akashi turns the ball over while Kagami steals
the ball and scores with an alley-oop from Kuroko. Seirin now only loses by 2 points. Rakuzan finally asks for a break. Nebuya by anger and and Whole team is in chaos because of their mistakes. [57] The real Akashi awakens Coach Shirogane seems to worry about the mental damage Kuroko and
Kagami have caused Akashi and plans to subdue him, but not before Mayuzumi expresses his grievances and asks who he is. [58] From the depths of his conscience, the true Akashi reflects the past and decides to bear the burden of his sins by remaining as an enemy of all. This time he takes charge
and begs to let him stay in the game. He turns to Mayuzumi and replies that it is annoying to ask who he is. He simply replies that it is, of course, Akashi Seijurō with a smile. Everyone in Rakuzan is still concerned if he is well and shocked by his sudden change as he apologizes for his mistakes and asks
the other four to lend him his skills once again. Akashi escapes both Kagami and Kuroko After the game resumes, Akashi has the ball and faces Kagami in the Zone, but Kagami is the one who is pressured by it and gets cold when facing Akashi and states that this did not happen in the previous game.
Akashi makes a fine cross, says Kuroko: It's been a while, and then makes a soft jump pass to Mibuchi, who scores a soft 3-pointer before Kuroko could steal the ball. Mibuchi notes that this was the best shot he had taken in the entire game and was surprised that Akashi praised his shot which got him
excited. Akashi shows off his perfect move and Rakuzan extends his lead to 5 points. Kagami, still concerned about the chills he felt, realizes that Akashi has entered the Zone again. Akashi warns him about what he thinks when he admits that he has just returned to his form and may not be able to make
a difference on his own, but the other four will be a different matter. Everyone was shocked by the other four entering the Zone. Rakuzan in the Seirin Zone can barely keep up with the current Rakuzan now that all five players have entered the Zone. The audience is shocked, but even more so in Akashi's
incredible abilities as a shipowner. On the sidelines, Midorima notes that this is Akashi's true power: to bring out the full potential of his teammates. [61] It is Seirin's counterattack and Hyūga has the ball, but it is scored by Mibuchi who is exerting great pressure. Hyūga decides to pass to Izuki, but his pass
is intercepted by Hayama, who steals the ball. Hayama advances to Seirin's basket, but is blocked by Kagami. Hayama tries to escape Kagami using his Lightning Dribble, but fails and instead passes the ball to Akashi. Akashi passes the ball over to Mayuzumi, who makes an alley-oop with Nebuya.
Kagami tries to block him, but fails when Akashi observes that the air is no longer a place for Kagami. Rakuzan scores and increases the score to 96 - 103. Seirin notes that Kagami has finally left the Zone. Seirin players are getting resistance, but still Quit. Hyūga tries to shoot with his Barrier Jumper, but
is blocked by Mibuchi who touches the ball slightly making it miss. It's the rebound and Nebuya dominates Kiyoshi, who is bothered by his injury. Hayama receives the ball, passes Izuki who will block it, but comes up against Kuroko, who used his Almost Emperor Eye to predict Hayama's movements.
Kuroko tries to steal the ball, but misses due to fatigue. The ball is still in Rakuzan's possession. On the bench, Riko realizes that his team is undergoing little resistance, but notes that Rakuzan still has reserves and that with Akashi's power his performance has improved. Riko realizes that there is nothing
more Seirin can do to achieve victory, as the team loses hope once again. Suddenly, Ogiwara draws Kuroko from the audience while the rest of Seirin's former opponents join him. Seirin once again gets his spirits back and prepares to face Rakuzan once again. Kagami realizes that the only way to beat
Rakuzan is to open the second door of the Zone, but also notices that he opened the second door unconsciously before. Akashi does not notice major changes within Seirin, but notes the change in his pressure that is stronger. [65] Akashi passes the ball to Mayuzumi, something shūtoku players note as
a cautious move. Mayuzumi passes to Nebuya, who passes back to Akashi. Akashi then passes the ball to Hayama, who tries to dive, but is stopby Kagami, who entered the Zone once more. Hayama expected this and runs away only to be put by Hyūga instead. [66] Both Akashi and his teammates are
shocked by this coordination between the two seirin players. Rakuzan's Direct Drive Zone is on defense, but Akashi notes that seirin players are perfectly synchronized with Kagami. On the sidelines, Aomine laughs at the realization of the true shape of the Zone, something Akashi also perceives. Akashi
realizes what the real Zone is when Kagami opens the second door and passes Akashi with the Direct Drive Zone. [67] A hundred years earlier Due to the opening of the zone's second door, Seirin is managing to press Rakuzan and score successive points. However, during Rakuzan's counterattack,
Akashi receives the ball and uses his Ankle Break to make Kagami fall and score a basket for his team. He tells Seirin that the winners of this match will be Rakuzan and that they are a hundred years too early to defeat the emperors. The crowd applauds, but it's a big loss for Seirin, as they only have 41
seconds to reach a seven-point gap. During Seirin's counterattack, Rakuzan moves to the defense. The pressure they are exerting is great as Seirin has trouble passing the ball. Izuki has the ball and wants to pass to Kagami, but he is doubly accompanied by Hayama and Mayuzumi. Instead, Izuki moves
on to Kiyoshi who moves on to Akashi calls Mayuzumi when he realizes that Kuroko has no mark. Kuroko Kuroko the ball and runs a long side pass to pass the ball to Kagami, who scores a three-pointer. Akashi advances to block Kuroko The difference between the two teams has narrowed with the
current score being: 101 - 105. Rakuzan is on the attack and they are not disturbed by Seirin's defense. When Mibuchi passes the ball to Nebuya, Izuki intercepts the pass with his Eagle Eye and steals the ball to Seirin as they go for their last attack. Izuki tries to move on to Kagami again, but he is doubly
teamed up again with Akashi and Mayuzumi. [70] Izuki passes to Hyūga instead, who copies mibuchi's Land shooting form and marks the basket, causing Mibuchi to miss out on the process due to the nature of the shot. Mibuchi apologizes to his team, but Akashi tells him to focus on the rebound now.
Players are in position for the free throw while Hyūga shoots and Kiyoshi grabs the rebound. Kiyoshi then passes the ball to Kuroko, who catches it and prepares to fire. [72] Akashi, however, jumps in to block him and tells him that this is the end. Kuroko tells him otherwise, that it is not the end and tells
him that he is a shadow. Kuroko shoots, but ends up being an alley-oop with Kagami as he dives the ball into the plunging. The buzzer buzzer rings as Seirin emerges as the winners of the match with the score of 106 - 105. Akashi congratulates Kuroko and Seirin on the akashi victory and his team are in
shock after the defeat. Akashi finally learns the meaning of defeat and describes it as immense chest pain. However, due to this pain, he can really enjoy playing basketball and having met Kuroko. Akashi approaches Kuroko as he sheds tears and reaches out for a handshake. Akashi congratulates
Kuroko and Seirin on the victory and says that next time Rakuzan will be the winner. Kuroko accepts Akashi's challenge and promises to play against each other again in the future. The closing ceremony begins and Seirin wins his trophies. A few weeks after the Winter Cup, Kuroko receives a photo of
Momoi that was taken on his birthday. The photo shows Akashi with the rest of his former teikō teammates playing street ball. This shows that the ties between them have been renewed as they play together again. Team Vorpal Swords is formed Akashi watched the show game of Team Jabberwock vs
Team Strky on TV. As he saw the complete humiliation, he was speechless. Along with the other Miracles, Kuroko and Kagami, he was called up by Kagetora Aida to play for The Dream Team against Team Jabberwock. Upon meeting, he expresses his pleasure in playing with his former teammates and
insists that they forget their rivalries during the Inter-High and Winter Cup. [77] Training Before the team begins its workouts, Kagetora introduces Momoi and Riko as the team's assistant manager and manager, but also the replacements who are by Seirin, Takao Takao Shūtoku and Wakamatsu of Toō.
When Akashi realizes Hyūga's malaise, he approaches the latter to try to calm him down, the act, however, has the opposite effect. [78] After the presentations, all players begin their training. After practice, Momoi informs the team about Jabberwock's stats and capabilities. First she informs them about
Silver and his massive strength, speed and jumping power, surpassing those of Kagami, Aomine and Murasakibara. After Silver, Momoi tells them about Gold and the fact that he has not yet revealed his full capabilities. Akashi tells everyone that he will score Gold from the start, but admits that he has
some skills that can negate his, it will be a difficult match. Kise and Aomine are surprised by this, but nevertheless Aomine relies on Akashi to win against Gold. After the briefing, the team is motivated to continue their training. After six days, the team's synchronization has improved, however, it is still not
perfect which leaves Riko and the rest to believe in Akashi and the rest. As Kagetora apologizes for going to pay Jabberwock's expenses, Kise and Kagami notice that Kuroko is missing, probably because he followed Kagetora. Help akashi arrives and the rest of the team rushes to help Kuroko, each



expressing his astonishment at Kuroko's actions. When Akashi and the rest arrive, they witness Kuroko being ridiculed by Gold, which almost results in a fight. However, before this can happen, Akashi tells everyone that they will settle everything on the court, something kuroko agrees to. Akashi and his
team leave Team Jabberwock with a warning that they will be defeated. On the day of the match, the Miracle Generation is chosen as the starting members, as the tip begins with Murasakibara receiving the ball and passing to Akashi, who passes further to Aomine, who scores the first points of the match,
putting Team Vorpal Swords in the lead. [81] They continue to build their momentum and increased their lead to 6. The first quarter ends with a score of 20 to 16. Although they have the lead, Kagetora is bothered by the fact that Jabberwock hasn't shown everything yet the Vorpal Swords are already
running out soon after a quarter. The second quarter begins with Silver passing through Aomine and dominating Murasakibara with a swim. He then blocks Akashi's fadeaway shot and makes a two-handed windmill lane-up while overcoming Kise and Midorima in the fastbreak. Silver dominated the fourth,
extending Jabberwock's lead to 9. With 5 minutes left in the fourth, the Vorpal Swords decided to subdue them to Kashi and Midorima to Kagami and Kuroko. Murasakibara tried to claim that he can handle Silver, but was convinced by Akashi that he is the best. Holding Silver on the pole with his entire
body, the latter passes him and is greeted by Kagami inside and locked in with the of Aomine. Kuroko begins the and Kise gets the ball, passing to Kagami and dunks. An enraged Silver tries to retaliate and passes through kagami and murasakibara double team, but is greeted by Aomine and has had the
ball stolen. Kise dives into the fastbreak and the second quarter ends with Jabberwock leading 40-36. The third quarter starts and Gold looked different from before. Feeling this, Kise decided to focus completely, but was stunned after Gold made an insane fast pass with no preliminary movement. Kuroko
made an alley pass to Kagami, but is blocked by Silver in the air. Gold keeps handing out those crazy fast passes with no preliminary moves, always leaving defenders stunned. In one move, Murasakibara bleeds after being dived by Silver, who is not yet using his full strength. Jabberwock's lead
increased to 19 (61-42). Vorpal swords ask for a timeout. Kagetora explains that Akashi's ability to drag everyone into the zone cannot be done for two reasons. First is that the players are already exhausted and will not last to rest the game and second is that for some unknown reason, Gold is inhibiting
his ability. But Akashi ensures that they can still win as long as Gold and Silver are kept under control. To do this, he has Murasakibara defend Jabberwock's no. 6 and 7 players, while Kise and Aomine team up to stop Silver while he scores Gold. The match resumes and Silver seems surprised by the
sudden change between the two. Kise activates his Perfect Copy while Aomine enters the Zone. Jabberwock's players were surprised by Aomine and Kise's sudden change. The pair then broke into Silver and successfully stole the ball and Aomine scored with a formless shot. The Vorpal Swords steal the
ball again and eventually gained momentum through aomine and kise's teamwork. However, Jabberwock's lead did not diminish and Gold had seen through his tactics and decided to change Jabberwock's attack to No. 6 and 7. Gold moves on to No. 7 and scores a barrier jumper at Murasakibara, but
with a different style. Both teams keep scoring with the points difference not decreasing. Suddenly, Kise decided to face Silver alone and has Aomine help Murasakibara under the basket that took so much toll. While Riko thinks they're taking things lightly, Kagetora explains that it's just the opposite.
Realizing the situation, Kise decided to sacrifice himself by taking Silver alone so that Aomine could preserve his strength. Silver goes to a jump point, but Kise blocks copying Murasakibara's defense. He then copies Aomine's speed, but Silver realized that he got faster on his own and dives into it. Kise
enters the zone and at the same time Akashi asks her other me for help and seemed to have realized the reason behind the containment of her abilities has been blocking the perfect courses for your passes that would force you to your pass). His other I was reluctant at first, for he was once an enemy to
them, but Akashi assures that everything is fine and that everything has changed and finally convinced his other me. The third quarter ends with a 10-point lead over Jabberwock (60-70). Akashi intercepts Gold's invisible pass early in the last quarter, Kise finally runs out of power and has to be replaced
by Midorima. Akashi helps the player Kaijō get to the bench, stating that Ryōta did very well and must now leave the rest to him. Back in the match, Gold states that Kise's effort was meaningless, to which Akashi responds by stating that, compared to his teammates, Ryōta has done more than enough.
Gold fires his invisible pass, only for Akashi to intercept him, shocking the jabberwock player and making his teammates realize that the other Akashi is back. The other Akashi is back The shocked Golden realizes his sudden change, but at the same time thinks he has it and decided to try again to prove
him right. Akashi jokingly says that he was a little rusty, but ensures that this will not happen again, teasing Gold. Again, he held a cross behind his back without preliminary movement and jumps-to on a fadeaway jumper, but Akashi had already seen through it and steals the ball. Point guard Jabberwock
is now certain that he has those eyes that can see the future. Akashi leads the fastbreak and breaks Jabberwock's no. 12 ankle and passes to Kagami for a dunk, but is blocked by Silver. Fortunately, Akashi retrieves the ball, but was forced to change his passing course when he saw Midorima doubly as a
team. He passes and receives the ball from Kagami and made a quick alley to Murasakibara who dives. Gold became more cautious and made a forced pass behind to avoid Akashi's range. Jabberwock's team doesn't hold back and still scores. The Vorpal Swords ask for a time limit. While Kagetora
assessed that neither team has the advantage, Akashi had an idea and turned to Midorima, asking for his trust. Realizing what she wants to do, Midorima makes sure her shots don't miss. The game resumes and the double team is still in Midorima, but the latter has already prepared for a shot pose
without the ball and ended up receiving it from Akashi's pass. The 3-pointer came in and the game continues with Jabberwock still scoring, but the Vorpal Swords narrowed the gap with the catch-shoot cooperation of Akashi and Midorima. Aomine intercepts a pass and Midorima hits a 3-point shot freely
again. The difference now is 3 (71-74). Gold expresses his surprise about Jabberwock being pushed to that point and admits that they made some miscalculations and his biggest miscalculation was Akashi. He added that it is the first time he has met someone with the same that your shockingly shocking
Vorpal swords, especially Akashi. Skill Physics Skill 9/10 Technique 10/10 Endurance 9/10 Mental Strength 10/10 Special Skill 10/10 As captain of the Teikō basketball team, he led the team to consecutive victories and they would later be known as the Miracle Generation. At Rakuzan High, he became
captain of the basketball team as a freshman. Miyaji comments that this is highly unusual, as upper-class students would not normally hand over their position to a first year, and also the fact that the 3 Uncrowned Kings (who are known to be proud individuals) follow their orders without question, this
shows their exceptional leadership skills. Akashi is shown to be very fast and an excellent ball handler. According to Masaaki Nakatani, the way Akashi played in the first quarter of Rakuzan vs. Shūtoku is similar to how shogi would be played, with Akashi assessing the situation before making his move,
indicating that Akashi is a skilled strategist. Akashi's moves are extremely well designed, as was revealed in the Rakuzan vs Shūtoku match that everything that had occurred was all part of Akashi's plan. During the match, Takao states that Akashi's perfection as a point guard is undeniable. Akashi was
also seen shooting successfully from three points. [82] In the same match Akashi beats Midorima in a one-on-one isolation with ease. Akashi also beat Murasakibara in one-on-one easily. Akashi also beat Kagami one-on-one. Emperor's Eye Upon awakening from his true self against Seirin, Akashi
displays his perfect gameplay by giving gentle passes. Takao praises him as the ideal point guard even if his shot wasn't mentioned. Akashi is the only member of the Miracle Generation who has awakened his ability with force. His awakening occurred during his one-off match against Atsushi
Murasakibara, where he activated his Emperor Eye along with the second personality that resided within him. It seems that the two personalities have their own special ability. Akashi's style of play differed based on which personality was the dominant one. Although the true Akashi personality has become
the dominant, his attitude when under pressure is like that of the second personality, as when Seirin successfully launched the Direct Driving Zone. Also upon entering the zone, he managed to overtake kagami and Seren's team very easily, while merging the zone with the Emperor's eye, it becomes
impossible to stop Akashi in a match, making him the strongest player in the series, even surpassing Aomine (miracle generation ace) and Nash Gold (Jabberwock's captain). In Kuroko no Basket: Extra Game Chapter 6, the real Akashi can switch to the other Akashi personality in order to use the
Emperor Eye in his full power. In Kuroko in the Game Extra Chapter 8 game, the other Akashi disappear and and his complete ability for the real Akashi that allows him to use all the power of the emperor eye without having to change personality with the other Akashi. Emperor Eye Revealed for the first
time in rakuzan vs. Shūtoku's 3rd quarter, Akashi's eyes are able to observe his opponent's every move, thus predicting the opponent's next move. When activated by the second personality, a bright ring manifests itself between your eyes. The Emperor Eye when used at its maximum potential, displays a
bright ring around the iris of the eye. Even without the shiny ring, Akashi still has the Emperor Eye active. According to Murasakibara, your Emperor Eye can see the smallest details of a person's movements, including his breathing, heartbeat, sweat, muscle contractions, etc. With this, he can time his
actions perfectly to negate the opponent's moves, sabotaging any tactics the opponent tries to perform. All offenses are predicted beforehand and all defenses fall apart before his eyes[83] In a sense, he can see the future of his opponent's movements. It is revealed in Chapter 6 of Kuroko No Basket:
Extra Game that Akashi cannot fully utilize the Emperor Eye like the other Akashi. However, the original Akashi can still use the Emperor Eye as well, but to a lesser extent, to the point that the bright ring around the iris is almost never shown and only shown for a moment before disappearing again. This
is because the Emperor Eye is not Akashi's original special talent, but the talent of the other Akashi. In order to use the Emperor Eye to its fullest potential, the true Akashi must switch to the other Akashi personality. Full Emperor Eye In the fourth quarter during the match between Team Vorpal Swords
and Team Jabberwock, both akashi personalities thought the Emperor Eye was inferior to Gold's Belial Eye. However, the other personality thought otherwise, stating that the Emperor Eye is not inferior, but rather incomplete because the two were separated. In order to stop Gold, the other Akashi decided
to disappear and transfer all his skill to the real Akashi in order to access all the power of the Emperor Eye without having to change personality. The other Akashi stated that once the Emperor Eye merges with the actual vision of Akashi's court used to make perfect passes, he will gain a power equal to or
greater than Nash. Afterwards, Akashi was able to predict the future even further than Gold's belial eye. With his Complete Emperor Eye, Akashi was able to realize the best possible pattern of Gold's moves that lead Akashi to successfully steal his ball. Wide field of view: Akashi can easily see openings in
defences, as shown when he passed the ball through Kazunari Takao's guard. [84] In addition, similar Eye of the Falcon, Akashi's vision covers his blind spots, allowing him to easily avoid a Shinsuke Kimura screen. [85] [85] the ball through Takao's guard His field of view allowing him to avoid the Triple
Threat Penetration screen: Akashi's eyes can capture the moment his opponent enters Triple Threat, the most basic form in basketball. It is the form that configures the three movements: shooting, passing and dribbling. Almost any move a player tries to make will start from that posture. Using his
Emperor Eye, Akashi can read the opponent's movement and begins to intercept the ball before they can react. Against Akashi's excellent speed and reflexes, the opponent can't even afford to move. [86] Akashi steals the ball from Midorima Stealing Midorima while in Triple Threat Ankle Break Dribble:
Akashi can perform the Ankle Break, a high-speed dribble that disrupts his opponent's balance and causes them to stumble to the ground. This situation occurs when the opponent's center of gravity is on their pivot leg while they are spinning. Players collapsing due to this rarely occurs under normal
circumstances. However, with his Emperor Eye, Akashi can predict the time when his opponent is unbalanced, allowing him to perform this technique with little difficulty. [87] Ankle breaks in Miyaji and Kimura Zone Akashi in the Aomine-like Zone, Akashi showed the ability to voluntarily enter the Zone.
This was first shown in the fourth quarter of the last match during the Winter Cup, where he was able to stop Kagami (who was also in the Zone) when he was starting his dunk, revealing his increased reaction and accuracy time. In addition, Akashi in the Zone was noted as able to overcome Kagami (who
was also in the Zone) in a quick break. [89] It has also been shown that, like the Kagami Zone, the Akashi Zone also has an equal-sized defense sphere. The trigger for Akashi to enter the Zone is when he decides to stop relying on his teammates to win and instead wishes to grab victory on his own. [90]
Perfect Rhythmic Pieces Compared to the rest of the Miracle Generation, it is revealed that Akashi has a second ability. A skill that is on par with or even greater than the Emperor Eye. According to Midorima's hypothesis for Kuroko, the Emperor Eye was heavily activated by Akashi through pressure
against one-on-one with Murasakibara during his third year at Teikō. It is speculated by the latter that this ability belongs to the other Akashi, instead of the original Akashi. However, the original Akashi can also use the Emperor Eye as well as to a lesser extent, to the point that the bright ring around the
iris is almost never shown and only shown for a moment before disappearing again. This happens because of the property, rather than not being able to use it. The real Akashi needs to trade places with the other Akashi to its full power, as is, in fact, the ability of the other Akashi. Rakuzan in a zone-like
state against Seirin, Akashi roused his second second which are Perfect Rhythmic Parts. With his Emperor Eye and perfect gameplay, Akashi can understand the situation and send accurate passes on a whim. While it seems like this is just a normal move, the real thing is when Akashi sets his teammate
to look good and throws a perfect pass, he creates a perfect rhythm in them. In other words, your second skill is to extract the true potentials of your teammates. The trigger is exactly the opposite of the Akashi zone; instead of abandoning his teammates to grab the victory himself, the real Akashi grants
his teammates access to a state as a zone. That's because Akashi's playmaking ability has drawn the full potential of the other four, although it is noted that it is only about 90%, one step before the Zone. It's also worth noting that when Akashi enters the zone, he emits an aura that surrounds him while
making perfect passes, which is probably the 'Zone Distribution' for his teammates. Streetball Handles Akashi Streetball Handling Akashi can dribble the ball at a very high level that is difficult for the defender's eyes to follow, making it very difficult for them to steal. This technique is very similar to the one
Gold uses, as it also has the ball moving at such a high pace with the use of many feints, confusing the defender. This helped him pass the ball out of gold's demon eye range, passing the ball behind his back to Aomine. The crowd described Akashi as a natural streetballer when he preformed it. He also
had flashy passes based on the street ball, notably the elbow pass to Eikichi Nebuya Additional Attributes Alternating from a lay-up to a Dunking on Kagami pass and Kiyoshi Situational Analysis Speed: Akashi's mental prowess in judging a scenario and making split decisions second is extremely fast.
This allowed him to switch from a lay-up to a pass almost instantly against Midorima. [91] High physical prowess: In addition to being highly intelligent on and off the court, Akashi also possesses an extremely good physique that explains his jumping power. This is proven when, despite being only 173 cm,
Akashi is still able to perform an alley-oop with Chihiro Mayuzumi to bury the ball. Notably, he scores on Kagami and Kiyoshi, who are at least 15 cm taller than him, although he caught both off guard due to Mayuzumi's indreaction. [92] He is even able to use his jumping power to the defense to stop
Kiyoshi's dunk (while in the Zone). [93] Relationships Tetsuya Kuroko He went beyond my expectations . — Seijūrō Akashi, describing Kuroko Akashi's ability, was the one who discovered Kuroko's talent and the one who taught him basketball techniques and helped strengthen his dislocations. Akashi
was also promoted Kuroko from the third string to teikō's regulars. [94] Like his former teammates, Kuroko respects, but also fears Akashi. It was shown at the beginning of the Cup that Kuroko obeyed the summons of Akashi without question. Akashi and Kuroko met for the first time Before meeting
Kuroko, Akashi was not satisfied with the current Teikō team and wanted a change - a six-man who would change the flow of the game whenever the situation required. When he first saw Kuroko, he thought Kuroko would be that same player, a 6-man. After seeing Kuroko, Akashi questioned him and
pushed him in the right direction to make his own style of play, based on his lack of presence. Three months later, Kuroko approaches Akashi and warns him that he has established a style and Akashi decides to test Kuroko in a training match. Kuroko shocks and impresses the first string players,
including Akashi, and is admitted to the team with the help of Akashi. During this time, Akashi was very supportive of Kuroko and helped him overcome his nervousness and doubts. During Kuroko's first match, Akashi helped Kuroko polish his disorienting and helped him develop his playing style that he
uses today. When the Miracle Generation began to change and realize its true potentials, Akashi changed dramatically, which made Kuroko realize that there are two Akashi's, the Akashi he knew and the other Akashi, who emerged from the change in the team. Akashi and Kuroko's brief meeting, Akashi,
has very high expectations for Kuroko. Showing that even in the most desperate situations, he believed in the seirin team's victory when everyone else did not, mainly because of Kuroko's influence on the team. He was also surprised when Kuroko revealed his new skills, ignite pass Kai and Misdirection
Overflow showing that Kuroko actually exceeded his expectations. Some time later, when there was a break during the match between Rakuzan and Shūtoku, Akashi and Kuroko met for a short time. It was the first time they met again after the opening ceremony. In this brief meeting, Akashi warns
Kuroko that if he is planning to fight him, he would have to be careful. Telling Kuroko that he was the one who found Kuroko's hidden potential first and that Kuroko would come to know what that means. After Rakuzan and Seirin won their matches, it was finally decided which two teams would be in the
finals: Kuroko Seirin's team and Akashi Rakuzan's team. In the finals, Akashi revealed why he did not allow Kuroko to learn to shoot or drive because he knew Kuroko's lack of presence would disappear. However, he proved the humiliation for the first time when he failed to analyze Kuroko's plan, despite
having his Emperor Eye and had the ball stolen. When Akashi and Rakuzan lost in the Winter Cup finals, Akashi experienced defeat for the first time and described it as an immense chest pain. However, due to this pain, he is to enjoy playing basketball and getting to know Kuroko. [95] It is shown that
Akashi respects Kuroko for defeating as they both renew their friendship and play together again in streetball basketball. [96] In the novel 'Replace', Kuroko mentioned: If Akashi were a teacher, it would make the lessons very easy to understand. This probably refers to his time back in Teikō when Akashi
was Kuroko's personal trainer. Shintarō Midorima Akashi and Midorima Midorima seem to have a close and respectable relationship with Akashi, knowing more about him than the other Generation of Miracles. During Akashi's captaincy at Teiko, he often played shogi with him, but was never able to win a
match against him. Despite respecting him, he seemed to be competitive with him, though unilaterally as Akashi did not seem to see him as a threat. During a certain match, when Akashi told him that he did not know defeat, he promised to show it to him one day. Midorima was one of the first to notice the
change in Akashi's personality, noting that there were two of him, something he found shocking and disturbing. Despite knowing this, he never talked about it with Akashi. After graduating from Teikō Junior College and enrolling at Shūtoku College, Midorima still seemed to respect Akashi as seen before
the Winter Cup, when he allowed Akashi to borrow his scissors (the lucky item of the day) despite refusing Murasakibara earlier. During the Rakuzan vs Shūtoku match, Akashi admits that he recognizes Midorima's abilities, and in turn Midorima is also fully aware of Akashi's formidable abilities, and
recognizes his strength, something he rarely did for others. After the match, Midorima offers a handshake to Akashi, although the latter refuses him, desiring to remain midorima's enemy. [98] Midorima shows no sign of anger, but only regrets that Akashi was still the same and insists that Shūtoku would
emerge victorious the next time they fight again. Afterwards, he was seen crying stating that it was frustrating to lose, while thinking of not being able to show Akashi's defeat as he promised. Atsushi Murasakibara While Aomine begins to loosen practice more often, Murasakibara insists that he can also
relax because Aomine does and he feels he can't lose even without practice. Akashi does not allow this and was annoyed with Murasakibara for calling him weaker than him and he will not listen to his orders. He challenged Murasakibara to a 1-on-1 with Murasakibara continuing to overtake him and block
his shots. On the verge of losing, he states to his perspective that he cannot lose and his orders are absolute and always correct causing him to finally wake up the Emperor's Eye and win murasakibara. Since then, Murasakibara has feared him and always listens to what he says and even did not play for
Interhigh because he told him. Akashi Miracle Generation is much feared and respected among the Generation of As teikō's former captain, he led the team to victories, in which it would cause them to be later known as the Miracle Generation. Notably, Akashi refers to all members of his team by their first
names, while most other members refer to each other by the names of their families, with some exceptions. The rest of the Miracle Generation respects him and shows much recognition for his abilities, with Murasakibara even stating that he could not imagine Akashi losing. Rakuzan High Even though in
the first year, Akashi immediately became the captain due to his reputation as captain of the Miracle Generation. Surprisingly, none of the upper-class men complained about it, even the proud Crownless Kings. He has a lot of respect and faith in his teammates and their skills as much as they do with him.
During the night after the first day of the Winter Cup, it is revealed that Akashi easily defeated Mibuchi, Hayama and Nebuya in a 3-on-1 match to make sure of his asset in the event of a dangerous situation. However, as each Seirin player managed to stop the three Uncrowned Kings in the Winter Cup
Finals, his cool personality began to appear when he says he was disappointed in them and plans to part ways with his teammates to get the win alone. When his mental state began to crumble and his true personality awakened, he apologized to his teammates for his rude behavior and asked for his
help. Their positive influence on their team allowed them to enter the Zone. On his character DVD, some time after the Winter Cup, he is seen having a difficult time properly related to the Uncrowned Kings as they are his upper-class men and teammates at the same time. After expressing discomfort with
him speaking to them formally, he assumes his request to speak to them as he always does. After some discussions about concerns and concerns, he is seen having a more positive relationship with them. He also encourages Mibuchi not to worry about the past and focus on the future along with his
team. Taiga Kagami His first meeting did not begin as friendly; when Kagami introduced himself to Akashi, Akashi used Midorima's scissors to graze Kagami's face for not paying attention to his orders to leave. During their second meeting, Kagami declares that he will crush him if they meet in the finals.
While Akashi makes The Talent of Acknowlege Kagami, he refuses to allow Kagami to look him in his eyes, easily pulling Kagami and telling him to know his place. Quotes In this world, winning is everything; winners are validated and losers are denied. So far, I've never lost anything, and I'm not going in
the future. As I always win, I'm always right. If you object to me... I'm going to kill you no matter who you are. The only ones who can look me in the eye as I speak are the ones who serve me. No one who opposes me can despise me. Know your place. [100] You too, too, You better be prepared if you're
planning on fighting me. I'm the one who first discovered your power. You'll understand what that means. [101] My orders are absolute. [102]僕の命令は絶対だ。 Boku no meirei wa zettai da. I'm absolute. I can see the whole of the future. It's just a simple matter to change it. [103] Sleep now, Veteran
Kings. [104] Winning is everything. Winners write history. The losers are erased from him. [105] You're starting to me off. The fake and the original... so you compare them is more vile. [106] I will only loosen my grip when you are completely dead. [107] To all of you gathered here, in this place... I'll show
you the difference in our positions. [108] And so, witnessing my glorious form, you must now realize... That your defeat is absolute. [109] We cannot go back to being teammates. And what happens, the sins I've committed cannot be erased. In that case, it would be better to bear the burden of my sins,
and continue as their enemy. [110] I wonder if it's because my opponent is Kuroko... That I feel like playing. This will to win is beyond my control. [111] I lost. It's the first time since the day I was born. So this is... Defeat. How cruel... There's an unexplained pain in my chest. I don't know if I'm able to keep
my composure up the line-up. [112] His head is too high from the original Zu ga takai zo (のいいemぞ), often said to use his technique to make his opponents kneel. Sometimes it is also translated as Lower your head or Know your place. A board can never be fully restored since it has a crack, but if it is
still usable, what we have now will suffice. To Team Jabberwock: Let's get this over with! Bring him to Jabberwock!!! [113] The other i from Akashi to Akashi:... Looks like this is the only way... You get the point. Nash is strong. At this rate, we're going to lose... I'm going to disappear. I'm going to give it all
back to you, so you can go back to being a one-time being... I have confidence... You will undoubtedly be able to gain a power equal to or greater than Nash... Don't worry, i'm not going to be I was able to have a parting gift as great as starting to play with everyone. Thanks. [114] For Team Vorpal Swords
after awakening:This is the last battle! We're definitely going to win! [115] The initial concept of Trivia Akashi Bible characters, WHAT IF Akashi were a professional shogi player!? In the first character poll, Akashi came in 29th place, with 26 votes, even before his appearance. He came in 18th place in the
second vote with 263 votes and on the third vote, Akashi came in 1st place with 6276 votes (Kuroko came in 2nd place with 3505 votes). This is the first time anyone besides Kuroko has come first. Akashi is probably based on NBA players Williams and Steve Nash, since all three are excellent passes,
passes, the ball, and shoot. The kanji (aka) in its name means red, suggesting hair color. The next kanji (Shi) means office, as in a government department. It has been revealed that the names of his father and mother are Masaomi (征⾂) and Shiori ()[1) respectively. In the original date book,
CHARACTERS BIBLE, a conceptual sketch of Akashi's initial character is seen. Her current hairstyle and high school hairstyle are designed, along with three other alternative hairstyles. By the time Akashi's face has not yet been revealed, he sometimes looked very mysterious and cool with his face
covered, for example, throwing a piece of shogi into the air and catching it dramatically. This was ridiculed on the bloopers when he failed to pick up the piece. Other intimidating actions have also failed other bloopers. In the manga, Akashi's full face was not revealed until chapter 113, in the anime, his full
face could be seen in the 2nd Opening and a reference in episode 22 made by Izuki (with both red eyes). In the second drama CD, Akashi states that he doesn't like beni shoga (pickled ginger). It is shown through a flashback that Akashi can play both the piano and the violin. [116] Akashi addresses the
other Generation of Miracles and his Rakuzan teammates informally, calling them by their first names. This is notable because most characters always address each other with their surnames or family names, with very few exceptions. Akashi can run Jason Williams' elbow pass. [117] According to Fan
Disc 2, her type of girl is elegant. According to the characters' BIBLE: Akashi's alternative job choice is to be a professional shogi player. His hobbies are Shogi, Go (Wei-qi), and International Chess. His specialty is horse backing. His favorite food is tofu soup. His motto is fast and decisive. He hates
naughty dogs because they don't listen to him. Your kind of girl is girls who have dignity. [118] According to kurofes: The Player Akashi is keeping an eye on Kuroko. Akashi and Kuroko were planned to be brothers before Fujimaki canceled the idea. The two have similar hairstyles due to the original
concept of being related. In a Section of Q&amp;A in the manga, it is revealed that: Akashi was 158 cm tall upon entering Teikō. Akashi lives alone with his father, who is extremely wealthy and created him with the mindset of excellence in all areas to be called deserving in his home. Akashi's best subject
at school is labeled as everything. Akashi says he often rides a horse on days off. He started basketball because he finds it fascinating how a player has to use intellectual and physical skill to play the game. He made the most of Midorima during his days at Teikō Junior College. When he was asked who
he was with he responded to Aomine, as Aomine's fight was often difficult to deal with. He said he doesn't have a one affectionate memory in high school, and that he liked to hang out with the basketball club. At his current club, he gets the most out of Mibuchi. He often plays shogi, with an opponent or
solo. When asked about his weakness, he says he has none in particular. Akashi concludes by saying that basketball is a way to improve yourself. He hates wakame because he doesn't like seaweed. Despite being the first year, he is the president of the student council in Rakuzan. The horse he always
rides is called Yukimaru, a white horse that was born on a snowy day and is the same age as Akashi. [119] In volume 30 of the manga, he revealed that Akashi is unable to make jokes. In The Manga's Q.266, it is revealed that: The Akashi family, according to tradition, has always been strict. It was an
Akashi's duty to achieve victory. Akashi's father is also extremely strict. Akashi began his education very young. Their workload was so great that even the adults would have complained bitterly. He didn't have his freedom either. His mother was his moral support and led him through a cruel childhood.
She convinced her father to give him a little freedom. His mother died when Akashi was in fifth grade. [123] After the death of Akashi's mother, his father became stricter than before. His school training has also increased. References ↑ Kuroko in basuke chapter 113, page 14 ↑ Kuroko in the Basuke
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